
{Key} A key that can
unlock any door for
a key into one of the
character's mind.
{Wealth} 10,000 gold
but the party must
choose 1 shared
personal
acquaintance to strip
all wealth from.
{Weapon} A magical
spear soaked in
angel's blood for the
party's word that the
spear will never be
used against the devil
or its allies.
{Power} A +1 to a
single ability score in
exchange for a -d4 to
a random ability
score.
{Secret} The answer to
a single question, but
the party must answer
1 question the devil
asks.
{Servitude} The devil
will serve the party's
whims for 1 week if
they serve its whims
for 1 hour.
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The Party Meets a Devil WillingThe Party Meets a Devil Willing

to Trade... {Roleplaying}to Trade... {Roleplaying}

{Jealous} Another devil wishes
to claim the party's souls, and
they want to prevent that
from ever happening.
{Trap} It wants to earn the
party's wrath so it can lure
them into the 9 Hells.
{Secret} The party doesn't
know it yet, but one of the
books in their possession
contains the devil's true name.
They must keep it secret.
{Promise} The devil made a deal
that requires them to give the
party's souls over to another
villain. 
{Annoyed} Whether the party
knows it or not, they've been
meddling in the devil's
schemes and they've become
too much of a liability.
{Framed} It isn't actually a
devil. It's an angel is disguise
who wishes to spark up a
conflict between the party
and this specific devil.

The Party is Attacked By AThe Party is Attacked By A

Devil Because... {Combat}Devil Because... {Combat}
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{Secret Message} Scattered throughout a noble's private journal are random red words
that spell out a hidden message in infernal.
{Scorch Marks} The faint burn marks of an infernal sigil on the ground recently used to
conjure a lesser devil.
{Imp} An imp sneaking out of the wizard's tower with something clutched in its tail.
{False Statues} The angel statues are actually hollow Shells placed over devil statues.
{Contract} An unsigned infernal contract in the drawer of a trusted npc.
{Tracks} A set of cloven hoof tracks that seemed to appear out of thin air and lead down
a corridor that wasn't there before.

The Party Notices... {Exploration}The Party Notices... {Exploration}
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